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Objectives:

1. Entertain all your students’ senses—sight, smell, touch, sound
and taste—through narratives merged with Science and Math

2. Enchant your learners from elementary to high school with the
love of Science and Math while allowing them to recall facts faster

3. Empower yourself with adaptable activities to teach any class

Science Stories & Games

#1
Astronomy
Story Type:
Stories Behind Constellations
While discussing the
constellations in the sky, share
how people of all cultures have
stories behind these
formations. Then allow the
students to create  their own
constellations by pricking holes
in some paper, lighting it with a
light with the  classroom lights
off, and sharing  the legend
behind their creation.

#2
Physics
Story Type:
Tall Tales and Big Lies
The best tall tale tellers merge
scientific facts with the story so
that what starts as an ordinary
day turns fantastic yet
believable. Tall tales could be
classic ones like Paul Bunyan
and Pecos Bill while other tall
tales or “lies” could be more
present-day. Sayings such as
“Every action has an equal and
opposite reaction” adds humor.

#3
Chemistry
Story Type:
Folktales Involving Baking
Sometimes the plot depends
entirely on food. There is a
Scandinavian folktale called
“Dwarf Long Nose” that has
great potential to talk about
chemical/food reactions. There
is also a picture book based on a
folktale called “The Baker’s
Cat” where the cat expands after
eating yeast and then being
rained upon.

#4
Earth Sciences
Story Type:
Journey Stories
Many folktales and fairy tales
involve a journey of some kind.
Instead of rushing to the next
part of the plot, linger a little
within the land and what the
characters see. Storyteller  Sherry
Norfolk shared what  students
could see in a rainforest  by
having two sisters in the  story
point out what they saw.  This
allows better recall than a  list of
facts for students to  memorize.

#5
Paleontology
Story Type:
Dinosaur Stories
Give students pictures of bones
cut out and have them attempt to
create a dinosaur much like what
scientists do when they come
across dinosaur bones. You  could
have it be a “serious” challenge
and match as closely  to reality as
possible or it could be
“ridiculous” and have them
create a whole new kind of
dinosaur. Guide students in
creating stories that centers
around their dinosaurs.

#6
Biology
Story Type:
Parts Come to Life
Parts of a cell, an atom, or even
the body could each become
characters. For example, I
created a story called “Lysa the
Lysosome” who interacted with
Mitochondria, the Powerhouse
of the Cell. These characters
could also encourage a
storytelling technique known as
“call and response.” For
example, whenever
“Mitochondria” is said during
the telling of the tale, students
could yell “is the powerhouse of
the cell!”
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#7
Botany
Story Type:
Largest Plant Stories
The largest plant story is
probably Jack and the Beanstalk.
County fairs also feature large
produce. You could turn to a
Russian classic like “The Giant
Turnip.” After the story, discuss
how those plants could  have
grown to be so big.

#8
Zoology
Story Type:
Animal Stories/Aesop’s Fables
You have endless animal stories
to choose. Let the students
research facts about the animals
to merge with these stories. For
example, expand an Aesop’s
Fable with some extra details as
to the animal characters’ diets,
habitat, etc.

#9
Mad Scientist Stories
Introduce a unit by dressing up
as a particular scientist or
witness to a discovery. Share
some of the everyday moments
that eventually led to what most
people know. Encourage kids to
create original stories featuring
scientific discoveries.

Sandbox Stories and/or Knick-Knack Stories

Take a flat box or 9” X 13” pan and fill at least ¼ of the pan with sand. Gather random small objects (toy
animals, bits of nature, etc.). Divide the class into small groups to create a world for at least a few of those
objects. Ask for stories to delve into the scientific process as the characters solve a problem. If virtual, you can
ask students to grab 1-3 knick-knacks, divide into breakout rooms, and have them create a storyline with them.

Math Stories & Games

#1
Addition
Story Example:
Two of Everything
Tell the Chinese folktale
“Two  of Everything.” The
students  listening will help
with adding  as things double
as well as keeping a running
count of all the objects. For
example, two  hairpins plus
the two mirrors,  etc.

#2
Subtraction
Story Type:
Trickster Stories
Any folktale featuring a
trickster  (like raven, coyote,
rabbit, etc.)  could turn into a
subtraction  story if stealing is
involved.  Find a thief story and
celebrate  the fun behind things
disappearing…or in this
case…taken!

#3
Multiplication
Story Example:
One Grain of Rice
According to a Chinese story,
a  child asked for one grain of
rice to be given on the 1st day,
doubled for the 2nd day, and
onwards until the 30th day.
This is a fantastic story with
huge numbers and huge fun.

#4
Creative Division & Fractions
Story Example:
Dividing the Goose
Help your student creatively
divide by listening to stories
such as Russian folktale
“Dividing the Goose.” A poor
man must divide five geese
amongst six people.
Encourage students to come
up with their own stories that
demonstrate creative
division. Follow-up with
fractions.

#5
Geometry
Story Type:
Fairy Tale Twist
Have each small group choose a
fairy tale. Each group must merge
Geometry elements into  their
story. Rapunzel might be  curious
about the circumference of the
tower while waiting for  the
prince. The third pig from  the
Three Little Pigs could be an
expert in construction and know
the proper dimensions or lengths
needed to build his strong home.

#6
Algebra
Story Type:
Riddle Stories
Figuring out the value of x is
much like figuring out a riddle  in
a story. Some heroes must  solve
one or more riddles in  order to
defeat the villain. Find  a riddle
story and switch one of  the feats
(usually three total  feats) to be an
actual algebra  problem or keep
the story as it is  and share the
connection with  the class.
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